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WHAT IS COLOUR?

What is colour? The answer probably seems easy. It’s the shade of lipstick you see on
a printed magazine ad. It’s the choices you make when you paint your walls at home.
It’s the skin tones you see when you snap a selfie. It’s the way a finished garment looks
in-store, or when you get it home to your closet.
Each of these simple outcomes, though, is the result of an extremely complex colour
management process – one designed to create an end product as true as possible to
an original inspiration or source.
That lipstick shade, for instance, was envisioned by a cosmetic expert before
undergoing rigorous laboratory testing. That paint colour was arrived at by auditing
potentially thousands of pigment combinations and evaluating the way they looked in
common household lighting conditions. That photo came out looking great because
your smartphone camera relies on decades of digital sensor improvements and
image processing algorithm optimisations. And that dress is in the hottest seasonal
hue because it underwent a hyper-specialised design, colouring, dyeing, and curing
process – conducted in multiple rounds - before it reached the rack.
What we perceive as simply “colour,” then, isn’t anywhere near as straightforward as it seems.

“

Fortunately, a new category
of solutions is opening the
door to a different approach to
working with colour – one designed
to not just improve accuracy, but also
to realise a range of other benefits for
everyone who touches the colour lifecycle.

“
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“

Accuracy is probably
the most important
word when it comes
to understanding
the need for better
colour management
processes.

“

Let’s take our dress as a test case. It

product are usually on the other side of

appears to be a certain colour because

the world from the people providing the

of the complicated interplay of four

material, conducting the dyeing process,

different

factors:

substrate,

and assembling the finished garment –

colorant,

lighting,

sensory

colour accuracy has many chances to slip

material
and

the

equipment of the human eye. Without
getting

too

immediately

through the cracks.

technical,

colour management involves carefully

And accuracy is probably the most

controlling and manipulating the first

important word when it comes to

three of these elements to create the

understanding the need for better colour

desired effect in the eye of the beholder.

management processes. Unlike trends,

The channel that carries that effect to the

which are inherently subjective things,

eye is referred to as the spectral power

colour is an exact science. Provided

curve, and it can be objectively monitored

we can control the choice of material,

with specialised colour hardware, such as

the colouring process, and the lighting

a handheld spectrophotometer.

conditions under which colour approvals
are conducted, we can replicate the

But retaining control over all these

same result every time – to a scientific

different factors is not easy. In modern,

degree of precision. But for the same

multinational supply chains and retail

reasons, altering one of those variables

networks - where the people designing a

by accident, even slightly, can have a
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significant negative impact on the accuracy of the end result.
And as anyone involved in apparel or footwear production will tell you: accidents happen.
Fortunately, a new category of solutions is opening the door to a different approach to
working with colour – one designed to not just improve accuracy, but also to realise a
range of other benefits for everyone who touches the colour lifecycle.

THE DESIGN-TO-COLOUR DISCONNECT
As manufacturing has drifted offshore, most brands and retailers have seen their inhouse manufacturing expertise dwindle. At first glance, this makes sense; why have an
army of sewing experts on staff in the USA or Europe when your production has been
relocated to Asia? Look closer, though, and we begin to see a problem.
Because the remaining product team members now lack the grounding to understand
how their designs will be made (and even if those designs are achievable in the first
place), they cannot design with the actual manufacturing process or the cost of labour
in mind. Here is where patternmakers and garment technical teams come in; they work

to turn those subjective designs into
objective realities, using their intimate
knowledge

of

the

cutting,

sewing,

grading, and production processes to
bring creative styles in line with budgets
and margin expectations.
In essence, technical teams serve as
translators between the inspiration and
intent created by the designer, and
the

scientific

specifications

needed

for the factory to bring that inspiration
to life. And while it isn’t fair to say that
designers and garment techs speak
entirely different languages, they often
do not share the same dialect. Broadly
speaking, designers are not well-versed
in sewing operations, and garment
technicians do not keep a finger on the
pulse of trend.
Similar principles also apply to colour.
Between the designer and the dyeing
house sits the colourist, whose role it is
to interpret design intent and then turn
it into scientific fabric and formulation
details that can be communicated to the
supply chain.
But there is one key difference between
the two disciplines: colourists are in much
shorter supply than garment technicians
and patternmakers. So, by extension, inhouse colour expertise is often limited
to just one or two colourists working at
a brand’s headquarters. And these are
typically the only people within the entire
brand structure who can confidently
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speak the high-level creative dialect of colour, and who are also capable of working at
the scientific level to confidently say how (or if) a desired colour can be achieved on a
chosen material substrate.
As a result, these small or single-person teams are often responsible for the colour
management process of entire collections and even multiple brands: from initial
feasibility to fabric sample to final approval. As well as causing considerable friction in
day to day design and development, as brand and retail operations scale upwards this
extreme concentration of skills and knowledge can easily become unsustainable.

SUBJECTIVITY VERSUS SCIENCE
The

traditional

process

is

colour

management

well-established.

the designated material substrate) and

Viable

then refine the formulations based on

colours are carried over from previous

feedback received from colourists and

seasons’ libraries, and product teams

designers.

work with colour providers (such as
Pantone) to obtain new standards, which

There

may include pre-approved formulations

with the order of this workflow; delays

or combinations of fabric and dye. At

and

this point, palettes are typically released

arise from the methods used. As we

to designers, although occasionally this

have established, the goal of colour

order is reversed, and standards need

management

to be retrofitted to palettes that are

accuracy

already in use. From here, colourists

data to make better-informed creative

communicate

agreed

decisions. But in practice, subjectivity is

standards to a list of chosen suppliers,

often introduced at one or more stages

allowing them to prepare to receive full

of the traditional colour management

product specifications that reference

process – and when we look at the tools

either palette or standard. Once designs

available to designers and product

are created, approved, and shared in the

teams, it’s easy to see why.

the

season’s

is

nothing

inaccuracies

inherently
instead

should

using

be

objective,

wrong
usually

to

ensure

scientific

form of technical specifications, suppliers
can conduct lab dips (real-world dye

Without a clear understanding of colour

and colourant samples produced using

science, subjective evaluations are often
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the only ways creative teams have of
colour outcome and a physical sample
that has fallen outside of tolerance.
Unable to refer to a spectral profile (which
requires

digital

colour

hardware

to

collect and analyse,) teams instead send
their feedback to suppliers in natural
language. For example, a lab dip might
be marked as failed for being “a touch
too red” in comparison to the original
Pantone reference, even though the
two were evaluated in different lighting
conditions, using only an untrained,
naked eye. This leaves the supplier with
the unenviable task of adjusting their
formulation in small increments, and
adds considerable time to the approval
process as multiple rounds of iterative
samples are then required to get the
balance of red subjectively “right”.
This subjectivity is the root cause of many
of the frustrations and bottlenecks in the
traditional colour management process.
Typically, a single style will undergo
anywhere from 3 to 6 request, sample,
and approval cycles before both buyer
and supplier are satisfied that a colour is
both achievable and close enough to the
original design intent. And in a market
driven by a constantly-accelerating pace
of consumer demand, multiple approval
cycles conducted without a common
frame of reference (which only a scientific
approach to colour can provide) the
effect these multiple iterations can have
on lead times is dramatic.

“

The negative effects of
gauging the accuracy of
a colour outcome without
the support of objective
information may not reveal
themselves until much later
– when they crop up in the
form of increased returns,
inflated product costs, poor
supplier relations, and a
host of other undesirable
results.

“

addressing disparities between a desired
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But delays in time to market are not the only problem. The negative effects of gauging
the accuracy of a colour outcome without the support of objective information may
not reveal themselves until much later – when they crop up in the form of increased
returns, inflated product costs, poor supplier relations, and a host of other undesirable
results.
So what is the solution?

THE PLM PARALLEL
Think of the traditional approach to colour this way: processes and data critical to
the market performance of products are being handled in a subjective way, with no
standardisation, and without a clear channel of communication and information-sharing
between internal teams and their extended supply chains. Often, these problems are
compounded because colour references are held in disconnected libraries and given
inconsistent labels and shorthand codes, or because fine-grain colour approval is being
managed via spreadsheets and email.
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If that sounds familiar, it will be because it closely mirrors the issues that originally spurred
adoption of PLM across the retail, footwear and apparel industry. The same challenges
were once common at the whole-product level, where market forces demanded that
design, development, and sourcing staff manage complex outcomes without adequate
tools. And just like pre-PLM challenges, the roadblocks and disconnects inherent in the
way colour is typically managed today can have a serious negative impact on almost
every stage of the product lifecycle – from initial inspiration to lifestyle marketing.

Like PLM, though, brands and retailers

product teams, but the compounded

will inevitably ask one big question

benefits

when the idea of approaching colour

were eventually felt across the entire

differently is floated: whose problems are

enterprise. For colour, we are likely to see

these to solve? If designers and garment

a similar progression: designers, material

technicians are the ones managing

developers and garment technicians are

these

sample

clamouring for a way to address their

requests, is it their responsibility to find

immediate problems, but the solution

a solution? But, just like it was in the

could revolutionise the way almost every

early days of PLM, looking at colour as a

other department interacts with and

series of discrete challenges rather than

understands colour.

multiple

rounds

of

of

centralising

that

data

holes in what should be a single, holistic
workflow is misunderstanding the scope

So, while this is far from an exhaustive list,

of both the problem and the potential of

we will now look at how disconnected,

the solutions.

subjective colour management can have
a quantifiable effect on the following key,

In the case of PLM, the initial drive for

business-wise metrics before setting out

a better way of working, with accurate,

a possible solution:

consolidated information, came from

Time to market. In an industry where trend windows are forever shrinking,
the accepted norm of multi-round lab dips and approvals works against
brands’ and retailers’ desires to bring products to market more quickly than
ever. And because the time from initial request to approval has limited scope
for optimisation, the secret to improving speed to market instead lies in
eliminating one or more rounds of approvals.

Data-driven design.

Without accurate colour information to rely on, it’s

common for designers and product teams to inadvertently chase a colour
outcome that, it later emerges, was simply not possible to achieve on the
chosen material. The cost of then substituting either a new material or a new
colour (both incurring another round of lab dips) can be prohibitive.

Consumer satisfaction. No-fuss customer care policies have given rise to an
extremely demanding set of customer demographics, who will not hesitate
to return a garment, accessory, or pair of footwear that does not match the
expected colour when it is taken out of ideal store lighting conditions. In
scientific terms, this is referred to as a metameric mismatch, where a colour
that is accurate in one lighting scenario appears incorrect in another. In raw
business terms, it means lost revenue and further cost in returns processing.

Supply chain insights and business intelligence. Even where colour is being
managed in PLM or an equivalent platform, with supplier communication
consolidated in a single location, a subjective approval process limits what
can be achieved. For example, a product team member may receive a status
update in their PLM solution letting them know that a colour request has
failed, but without objective colour data to rely on, it remains difficult (if not
impossible) to obtain any further insight.

As was the case with pre-PLM challenges at the product level, though, technology is
poised to make a measurable difference to the way brands, retailers, and their suppliers
work with colour.
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GOING DIGITAL

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Often, the first investment that businesses interested in taking greater control of their
colour management make is in digital hardware. We have already outlined the role of
spectrophotometers, which provide a quick way to obtain an accurate spectral graph
for a given swatch of material. These are supported in a small range of PLM solutions,
allowing for seamless import of scientific colour data at both the brand office and, where
the right level of supply chain sophistication exists, in the factory itself. Using these
devices, it is possible to approve colour digitally, without any subjective interference.
There are, though, other avenues of hardware to explore if you are considering digitising
your colour management, with various benefits and drawbacks.
The expense of setting up a dedicated colour room at your premises, to house calibrated
monitors and carefully controlled lighting can be significant. It may also prove difficult
to sell to creative teams, who – without insight into the scientific side of colour –
might see it as unnecessary. The cost of both time and education, though, may pale
in comparison to the lost revenue from one or more key products missing their target
store dates or falling short of the original design intent because their colour had been
tested and approved under incandescent lighting only.

PLACEHOLDER
NEED PHOTO

Similarly, digital printing (using dye
sublimation to print colours and patterns
directly onto fabric, and requiring no
curing period) represents a large initial
outlay, but has the potential to deliver
significant speed and environmental
savings in the long term. But while these
savings may seem compelling, it will be
important to remember that most digital
printers rely on colour workflows that
originated in the commercial printing
industry, where the priority is the right
aesthetic, rather than absolute accuracy.
And at the same time, conversion from
an existing colour reference to an RGB or
CMYK value (usually required for digital
printing) introduces its own potential
for misinterpretation.
None of these investments in hardware,
however,

solve

the

fundamental

challenge of colour management. Using
these technologies, it will be possible to
remove the element of subjectivity from
colour approvals, and to eliminate one
or more rounds of lab dips being sent by
air freight to the USA from Asia.
None of them, though, will help noncolourists

to

understand

how

the

outcome and the science are related, or
to answer the elusive question of why a
colour standard and a product sample
do not match. And solving that problem
requires more than just new hardware; it
demands a holistic, scientific, and wholly
new approach to colour management.
This is where the idea of Colour Lifecycle
Management (or CLM) comes in.
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LIVING COLOUR
Today, very few software solutions have attempted to tackle the problem of colour
management as a whole. PLM colour modules have tended to focus on handling the
referral-to-sample process and providing palettes and libraries, leaving the science to
solutions that are specifically targeted at colourists and boast far too much complexity
for creative team users.
Between these extremes sits an opportunity for a new approach: a single platform
that can both serve as a clear channel of communication between product teams and
suppliers, and provide a digestible, accessible way for both parties to make previously
subjective decisions on the basis of a single source of colour information, underpinned
by objective colour and material science.

One

company

proposing

this

kind

of solution is DeSL, which recently
its

Colour

Management (CLM) platform.

Lifecycle
CLM is

being positioned as a way of not just
addressing the immediate delays and
bottlenecks inherent in the traditional
colour

management

and

approval

process, but also as a tool for unlocking
further value from enhanced colour
library management, digital printing
optimisation, supply chain collaboration
and more.
As the name suggests, CLM borrows
the PLM ethos and is intended to
help brands and retailers manage the
lifecycle of their colours – from initial
standard to marketing – the same way
PLM users manage the lifecycles of their
products. In practice, this first means

“

The CLM approach
provides both product
teams and suppliers with
the confidence that they
do not need to become
colour scientists in order
to obtain the benefits of
colour science.

“

launched
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consolidating all colour communication,

to become colour scientists in order to

spectral information, palettes, samples,

obtain the benefits of colour science.

and other critical information in a single
location. Secondly, it means making

This is a key consideration. Just as a

the science of colour as digestible,

designer need not understand the

accessible,

possible

intricacies of non-linear grading to see its

for the broadest range of end users –

results (optimised material yield leading

providing an objective basis for brands

to better margins,) a product developer

and their suppliers to collaborate and

does not need to be able to name the

make quicker, better-informed creative

dyes and other colourants involved in

decisions.

the colouring process to see the value

and

usable

as

in more accurate colour samples being
In essence, CLM aims to provide a

achieved in a short space of time.

new kind of support for the colourist’s
role as a translator between intention

And improved accuracy is only part of

and outcome. By serving up multiple

the picture. While many PLM solutions

points of access to a single colour

boast colour modules, these are not

record that has been – throughout its

guaranteed to offer the same benefits

lifecycle – linked to an objective spectral

that could possibly be realised by using

profile and kept constantly up to date

a dedicated, PLM-agnostic CLM solution.

throughout the referral and approval

By establishing a centralised source of

process, the CLM approach provides

colour intelligence and communication

both product teams and suppliers with

using CLM, brands and retailers should

the confidence that they do not need

look to obtain value in these key areas:

Reduced time to market. A single source of accurate colour information (based
on objective science) will help to eliminate unnecessary rounds of lab dips and
failed approvals, with brands giving clear, objective feedback to suppliers who
will, in turn, be able to better understand and improve their own processes.
Better-informed, more practical design. Similar to the way that designers have
begun to factor final product cost into their work, thanks to improvements in bill
of material and bill of labour calculations, a sophisticated colour management
platform will provide insights and intelligence that will empower creatives to
produce achievable products without sacrificing their ability to experiment
with colour.
Customer satisfaction. By delivering true-to-intent colours that stand up to
scrutiny under a range of different lighting conditions, brands that employ a
new approach to colour management are likely to see reductions in returns,
increase full-price sell-through at physical stores, and improve their odds of
up-selling complementary items that share a common colour with an original
purchase.
Consistency of colour between applications. A truly open standard is one
of the hallmarks of CLM, ensuring that the same accurate colour palettes and
standards built in one application can be used in another. Vendor-agnostic PLM
integration will ensure that the same opportunities are available to customers
of any solutions, while other key integrations might include CAD, augmented
reality, 3D visualisation, and other future opportunities where the ability to
showcase and work with accurate colours will add considerable value.
Transparency and increased insight. In place of static status updates, brands
will be able to obtain detailed reports when a lab dip passes or fails. This will help
to address the large variance that can exists between different suppliers’ dyeing
and colouring processes, which can currently range from being extremely
scientific to totally subjective.
Mutual benefits for brands and suppliers. Equipped with the same shared
tools, brands and suppliers will be able to eliminate any last vestiges of
subjectivity from their colour processes, reducing time to market and cutting
product cost. At the same time, suppliers will enjoy increased profitability as a
result of dramatically improving their initial pass rate.
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Combined, these areas of value will also help to increase general knowledge of the
colour process (and its underlying science,) increase the likelihood of further uptake of
digital colour approvals, and have a measurable impact on time to market, profitability,
and other important metrics. Like PLM before it, though, this new, holistic approach to
colour management has an overriding goal of openness and accessibility: creating a
single version of the truth and a truly integrated, data-driven workflow that will allow
brands, retailers, and their suppliers to provide a unified, consistent response to the
question that opened this paper. What is colour?

Look for more coverage of the transformation driving the next
generation of comprehensive colour management solutions on
www.whichplm.com, and visit www.desl.net to experience CLM
for yourself.

DISCLAIMER: Holistic, digital colour management remains an emerging field, and
the approach outlined in this document is one of several ways a brand or retail PLM
customer might approach the challenge of improving their colour intelligence and
outcomes. Although sponsorship from DeSL made the research behind this report
possible, this document should not be considered a replacement for professional
advice, and the presence of the DeSL logo hereon does not constitute an endorsement
of that company or its CLM solution.

WhichPLM is the premiere online destination for businesses in the
retail, footwear, and apparel industry looking to make informed
investments in PLM and other technologies. Its print and online
publications reach a global fashion audience, and its network of
impartial advisors work with brands and retailers around the world.
Read all our latest content, for free, at www.whichplm.com

DeSL is a global company delivering integrated web-based solutions
for the fashion, apparel, textile, and footwear sectors. DeSL’s
extensive library of applications include ERP, PLM, Color Lifecycle
Management™, SRM, and eCommerce modules. Read more about
DeSL’s wide range of business solutions at www.DeSL.net

